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Hi Jon

We really appreciate that our application is taking a lot of your time up at present, thank 
you for bearing with us.
The licence conditions that we could add, would be not to have any amplified outside 
music, if this would help? Also possibly put the premise licence in just my name? Any 
advice on this would be highly appreciated.

We held 3 live music events, coming out of lock down, for which 2 of them were 
afternoon slots and the third closed down at 9pm. For all 3 events we read the decibel 
levels with a reader, we moved the location of the 2nd and 3rd bands to reduce noise 
levels, also placed under our outside pagoda which has a roof, to further reduce noise 
levels. The reason for the outside set up was due to the fact that we had turned part of our 
inside area into a shop to help support our income through lockdowns, and also most of 
our customers preferred to be situated outside due to social distancing. 
We spoke to most of our locals and regular customers before all 3 events to get an idea of 
the response from villagers (noise levels) and were given the thumbs up, all 3 events were 
also advertised on Facebook, our website and outside advertising, giving fair notice in 
advance. 

Tim would also like to apologise for his behaviour, conversing with the environment 
protection department, this was down to a lot of stress coming out of COVID 19 
lockdowns, but obviously still no excuses. 

Look forward to hearing from you in due course

Claire

Sent from Sky Yahoo Mail for iPad
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Dear Jon

As per our conversation Wednesday this week, I write with confirmation that Tim and
myself wish to add to our licence application: No amplified music will be played either
inside or outside the premises.

We hope that this will help with the objective of prevention of public nuisance made by the
environmental protection dept/Adam Dracott and Mr Paul Lloyd.

Kindest regards 

Claire Kacy/Timothy Earley 
The Fox Eating and Drinking House
West Hoathly 
RH19 4PJ 

Sent from Sky Yahoo Mail for iPad
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Dear Jon 

In response to your last matter which I take all on board and our listening to the comments 
After running the brewers in vines cross for 6  years and receiving no complaints it 
saddens me that I feel my personality is come into question , even though I take all your 
comments on board I feel heartbroken and feel the need to address some points 

3 July 2017 don t recall this meeting , if it was it would have been with Paul Thornton who 
I worked closely with helped with all licensing adjectives and so say paper work was not in 
place it was promptly put together and all training given to the staff,

12 November 2018  in. Fact was a 60th birthday and believe had a ten in place ,if not this 
was an over site and  having to keep closing the doors , we then decided that this would be 
a problem in the summer with bands , that we put a AC for future events so all windows 
and doors remained shut,

July 3rd been a Wednesday can only recall it been my sons 18th birthday upstairs in my 
private flat or not me at all , I could have offered the cctv or your department could have 
viewed the footage at any time to prove to you that if anyone was in the pub at these times 

Octtober 11 egg gate scandal , I totally take this on board ,and changed all proceeding on 
our alleging sheets and worked closely with Klara from e h o , the display of a two Starr 
rating was not left up to deceive as the Dorset oyster sold as a Cornish oyster they were the 
week before , but this did alow us to check all invoices correctly and be more vigilant better 
training has been given to staff so are more aware of what is in every dish . The question 
was asked if egg was in the burger which it wasn’t , but in the dressing , this was a flaw 
which we have acted on , if you need anymore information happy to discuss further 

Further more the report of no social distance regs were in place during covid we had spaced 
tables apart had a oneway system in place each time the law changed so did we I believe 
we went over and more with the proceedings . I had three random visits from the police 
during the lockdown I think one with someone from your department , everything was ok 
and in line I can’t stress enough the length we went to , 

The events we did during opening up in the summer the plh was present mr Lloyd and I 
checking if the noise level was ok we took sound recordings front and back of the pub 
checked on customers , if someone was there from the council why didn’t they saysomthing 
to my self and mr Lloyd at the time , its been so confusing who was dps at that time Paul 
had removed me from the position unless I bared my business partner from the premises 
which was difficult if she worked on site Paul also led me to believe that he was putting the 
paperwork in , which he didn’t , but has sent in an email recent saying his partner was 
going to do it but was busy .I sent an email from Paul  to you how I read the mail was that 
Paul wanted to give up the licence 

I know I can be hot headed but I still believe im a good operator , we all make mistakes
,and im sorry  I believe with a new licence with 24 hour cctv in place which can be viewed
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if a problem ever occurs .which it won’t 

Not been able to fully trade is probberly going to bankrupt myself and make me homeless 
and also my chef who relies on accommodation .also miss kacy will be made homeless too 
, also not been able to pay back the government loan .already made my manager redundant 
and let 4 members of the team go ,  I think I’ve learnt my lesson I do take my resposilits 
very serious we won’t be having any band in the foreseeable future . Since the Irish have 
left I believe I’ve cleaned up the pub and got rid of the bad element , worked hard 
providing a safe place for the village to use , learning and striving 
Kind regards 
Tim 
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